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Know This 
 
 

Do not tell me that I went because I was Bored. 
  
Do not presume that I went because I had Nothing Else to Do.  If I work, I pay my bills and my 
taxes. 
 
Do not think that I went because I am a Marcher.  When I think about crowds, I think about 
people dying in Mecca or India because of a human stampede.  
 
Do not imagine that I went because I am a believer in Causes.  
 
Do not presuppose that I went because I agree with All of the painfully inclusive platform that 
the organizers eventually came up with, and with their dismissal of feminists who disagree with 
abortion. 
 
Do not speculate that I went to feel Solidarity.  Solidarity?  I had already included myself in the 
majority, a majority by at least 2.8 million votes. 
  
Do not tell me I went for Catharsis.  If you didn’t go, how would you know.  The next day, like the 
day before, I will try to get things done as if there had been no tsunami.  Even while I Know 
there was. 
 
Do not interpret that I went as Therapy for the anxiety thrust upon me on election night.  Is it 
better to be active rather than passive in the face of this “alt” reality? No guarantees proffered.  
 
Do not assume that I went for personal Glory, when I signed on to become one out of 500,000 
(and hoping it is even more than that). 
 
Do not believe that I went naively.  We all remember the Boston Marathon bombers, the 16 
wheeler in Nice, and the National Guard in Ferguson…. 
 
None of the above. 
 
We went because we had no choice.   
 
We went because we understood that soon there will be no choice.  We went because we have 
entered a time of single-party rule:   We have no representation, though in the majority.  We 
went because most of us have no platform to speak from.  There is no stage.  I have this:  to 
place my  ugly  brown/black/white  old/young body on the street,  marching,  in protest.  I have 
this much:  to step up and be counted.  As Black people have long known, long said:  Time has 
come to make Something out of Nothing.   
   
We went because, like Madonna (who is my age!) said, we Wanted to “burn down the House”.  
But knowing this would have no good result, we took the fire in our hearts and marched—as 
close to the House as we could get.  As Congressman Lewis says, “…Time to find a way to get 
in the way….” 
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We went to honor Congressman John Lewis, and the Others. 
 
We went for the sake of our girls and our boys.  Because to bequeath them a United States like 
this is unbearable. 
 
We were lucky. 
  
We protested peacefully. 
       
Only sore knees.  No cracked skull like Congressman Lewis endured.  We were not shot dead, 
tear-gassed, or even pepper-sprayed.  But the 28,000 security officers who had been protecting 
Inauguration the day before had evaporated.  The trucks filled with cement were gone.  Only a 
handful of police.  No checking of backpacks after all.  
 
The march reverberated across the U.S. and across the globe, three to four million strong.  
Does this count?  Perhaps not.  But do not say that we take this assault lying down.   
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